
Foreword
By Francis Edward AbernetJiy

FOR YEARS I hunted a long sand ridge in Sunny Dell Pasture in
Tyler County. It was covered with huge post oaks that had been
there since the beginning, and the mast from that patch of woods
was prodigious. Although big bucks walked the ridge, nothing
grander than a forked horn ever honored me with his presence;
but I watched a world of does nosing through the leaves looking
for acorns, and listened with flared nostrils and backed ears as a
snuffling sound turned into an armadillo. Once I watched a bright
ribbon of red-and-yellow killafella undulate through a shallow
pool of dried oak leaves, searching for skinks. Once the dry
leaves rattled and I slipped off the safety and got ready for a herd
of wild hogs to come by, and it was a tribe of twenty or thirty fox
squirrels. My jaw still drops when I think of that sight.

And then another once I went on a cool October Saturday to
entice a mess of squirrels to a stew I had planned, and the great
ridge was bare, scraped down to white sand. Not a stump or a
laurel, not even a clump of rosinweed stood. All that remained
was piles of wood debris, neatly pushed up in long windrows. The
land, once rich in leaf and life, was desolate and no birds sang. I
left the ridge and followed the remains of the old logging road
that led through the clear cut to the valley lands below. I passed
and tried to make out where my Leanin' Tree Stand had been,
where a buck deer had run under my ten-year-old son, who had
looked on in amazement and never thought to shoot, by a plat-
form stand that was more comfortable than productive, even to
the ever-faithful Red Oak Stand, multiscarred with the marks of
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my climbing hooks. It was all gone, a world of woods I had known
and loved and had been comfortable in.

I talked to a man who worked for the lumber company that
owned the land and his question in answer to my question was,
"Do you pull weeds in your garden?" I do, sometimes. The land
from his point of view was the company's garden to be planted in
neat, cultivatable rows of slash and loblolly pine to answer an
ever-expanding population's ever-increasing demand for lumber
to build with. The oaks and hardwoods were weeds, and the life
they nurtured—the possums and coons, the good Gods that ham-
mered on the dead limbs, the Betsey bugs that crawled beneath
the bark of fallen logs—was not as important as the needs of
man, "the crooking of whose finger turns the mightiest pachy-
derm into billiard balls."

And perhaps they are not. Perhaps the growing needs of man
and the growing population of mankind will require so much of
the Earth Mother's life and energy that she can suckle no more.
Perhaps if the birth rate continues to rise and infant mortality
continues to drop and life expectancy increases every decade and
we make a fetish of sustaining every form of human life—per-
haps we will cover the earth like the squirming larvae in a fly
blow and consume all meat and matter that falls within reach of
our maw. Then a discussion of what to do about chinquapin trees
and chicken snakes will be academic. Anything that feeds will rob
us of food to eat and anything that takes up agrarian growing
space—a big white oak, for example—will be pulled as a weed to
make way for foodstuff. Sterile pine plantations and other fast-
growing woods will be cultivated for the little lumber we might
need to supplement a world of plastics and synthetics.

I shall stop this peregrination before I work myself into a
frenzy, but in a way this is what Land of Bean and Honey is
about. It is about the natural history of a piece of land—East
Texas—and the changes that have taken place under the laws of
nature and under the hand of man over the past 150 years.

This 150 years isn't much time in earth history, really just the
blink of an eye. Over geologic millennia the face of East Texas
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has undergone many changes. It has been under ocean's water,
has grown luxuriant tropical ferns, and has watched as northern
beeches inarched down to invade its territory during the Ice
Ages. But that took hundreds of thousands of years. What Joe
Truett and Dan Lay are talking about is this blink of time's eye,
in which the land of bears and honey, this bounty of woods and
wildlife, melts away under the heat of multiplying humanity.

Land of Bean and Honey is beautifully written. It is dramatic
and poetic literature, and it is much more than a simple ecological
study and report. The authors tell a sad and moving story with
wisdom and with a deep understanding of the land and the life it
nurtures. It is a tragedy, too, the tale of a great giant brought
down by inevitability. They tell a complex story simply, directly,
and with deep feeling—but not with sentimentality. It is as it is.

I came to East Texas from the parched plains of the Texas Pan-
handle in the Dust Bowl thirties. The green of it was a balm to
eye and soul, and I quickly came to love it with unabashed chau-
vinism. East Texas in the thirties, however, was not what it is
now. We were in the Depression and East Texans were living on
subsistence farms, planting every inch they could plow, and eat-
ing anything they could shoot or catch and put into a pot of stew.
When I started hunting in East Texas in the thirties the woods
were sparse, and seeing a deer track was a natural wonder.
World War II marked the end of those lean years. East Texans
left their farms for the armed forces or for the big money at the
shipyards and war plants, and few returned to a rural life after
the war. Forests took over the fields and the game came back to
the land.

The forests took over the fields, but the lumber companies took
over the forests. In their favor let me say that in most cases they
cut only to meet the demands of their own sawmills and the mar-
ket. But by the late sixties the market demanded more lumber,
and businesses survive only when they can supply the demands
of a population's market. They cut what timber was ready and
then in preparation for future demands began clear-cutting and
planting quick-growing pine plantations. The future will be as-
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sured of some lumber, but the life that lives off the rich mast and
decay of hardwood forests will suffer in the sterile pine fields.

Four of us have a lease called the Little Sanchez in Nacog-
doches County. Its three hundred acres of bottomland lie in a big
bend of the Angelina River. The bottomland timber hasn't been
cut since the thirties, and the big pin oaks and white oaks have
joined their crowns together to shade out the growth below. In
places the bottom is clear and open for several hundred yards in
all directions to welcome the river's flood as it cuts across the
bend and fills the oxbows and soaks and feeds the roots of the
grand old trees. Wood ducks nest in hollows near the river's
banks, and cat squirrels scamper nervously through the treetops
at the water's fringe. Last summer I watched the growth of two
hissing balls of white down that over several weeks became buz-
zards that gawkily hopped and then flapped away to fulfill their
sentinel destinies on high.

The Angelina hems the woods' edge and usually runs tobacco
brown, fed with runoff from East Texas red-dirt hills and creek
banks; sometimes it is almost clear. Bream socialize in the brush
piles, and drum croak at dusk in the quiet water of the deep
bends. Kentucky bass lie on the slow side of a down log and flash
out at passing spottails. Ops and blues cruise the bottom of the
riverbed, fattening on crawfish. Generations of life are born and
die and the river flows on.

We fish and hunt, and camp and cook, or sit on our high bank at
sundown sipping bourbon and branch water and considering what
the people in downtown Houston are doing. Sometimes when I'm
floating along down the river beneath trees that shake hands
above the water and hear the cicadas singing to each other from
the willows and smell the wet freshness of it—sometimes during
these holy times I feel so close to the woods and the water that I
become the river flowing forever and the sweet willows that al-
ways grow beside it. And I consciously think that there is no-
where and nothing in the universe that I had rather be.

Then, one day last winter—while the river ran low and cold
and almost clear, and the trees were almost bare and the woods
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were gray except where a magnolia squatted or where pine sap-
lings grew in a clearing where an old giant had fallen—we saw
the powder-blue spray marks on trees, and we knew that lumber-
men had been in our woods, eyeing and calculating, figuring
board feet, considering interest rates and how much hardwood
the market would bear. And we were troubled.

But, of course, the woods were not ours. They belong to a lum-
ber company. We claim them only because we pay a usage lease
and we walk among them and hunt and fish under their branches.
And we know and watch the life that swarms and scurries and
slithers among the reaches of this rich bottomland. But we felt
threatened and intruded upon and quickly frightened that a com-
fortable and habitual way of our lives would go with the fall of the
great ones that protected us for a little while from the outside.

It is now summer and the woods are rich and green, and they
haven't come back yet, the lumbermen. We haven't heard yet the
sound of chain saws whining or dozers chugging or the splinter-
ing crash of limbs as big trunks sag to the leaf-black floor. And we
still go, squeezing our pickups down the tight, brush-lined, two-
rut road to our camp on the high bank—and always to the good
sound, the universally blessed sound of fresh running water. The
saplings grow thick in the light let in along the road, and the
briars and muscadine and berry vines hide from sight some of the
trees of the big woods beyond. But a once-in-awhile glance picks
up the alien blue blaze hidden among the green, and we wonder
if the hour has come round at last for the lumbermen to begin
weeding their garden—our garden in the Little Sanchez on the
Angelina.
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